
PLATE 1

STANLAWE GRANGE : MAIN BUILDING 

(Lower Barn on the Left)

THE BARNS: GENERAL VIEW, ABOUT 1905



STANLAWE GRANGE AT AIGBURTH 

By Charles R. Hand

Read I3th February 1919

THE curious - looking range ,of old buildings 
locally known as Stanlawe Grange and the 

Monks' Granary, which were until recent years 
situated on the north side of Aigburth Hall Road, 
close to the main road to Garston, have been for 
a lengthy period a matter of considerable specula 
tion.

Early in 1906 I commissioned Frederick Beattie, 
the Liverpool artist, to make a series of water- 
colour drawings of the structures as they then 
stood. He had partly accomplished this task when 
I became acquainted with Robert Griffiths, and 
learned that he was desirous of collecting all the 
available information to incorporate in The History 
of the Royal and Ancient Park of Toxteth, on which 
he was then engaged. I put into his hands the 
results of my investigations, and also offered to 
place at his disposal Mr. Beattie's drawings for 
illustrating the larger and more complete edition 
he proposed issuing on the conclusion of his first 
small serial publication. Unfortunately this project 
came to an end in consequence of his untimely 
decease, and I have felt it incumbent upon me so 
far as lies in my power to amplify and complete 
his work.

Unfortunately again there seems but little 
evidence to bring forward. The questions natur-
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ally arise, By whom, and when, were the buildings 
erected ; and what was the purpose in view ? Any 
reply must of necessity be somewhat obscure, but 
a brief sketch may be given of the circumstances 
which led to their erection.

The Cistercian Abbey of Stanlaw, on the left bank 
of the River Mersey, between Eastham and Runcorn, 
was founded in the year 1178 1 by John, Constable of 
Chester, who directed it to be called Locus Bene- 
dictus. It had for endowment the townships of 
Aston and Stanney. During the ensuing half- 
century the benefactions were numerous ; the abbey 
being liberally endowed by the descendants of the 
founder, and also by minor owners of land in 
Lancashire and Cheshire, large grants at Garston, 
Aigburth, and Childwall being made.

The choice of a site was unfortunate, most of 
the buildings being on flat land liable to the in- 
rushing of the Mersey floods. In 1279 the monks 
suffered severely from an inundation; in 1287 the 
tower of their church was blown down, and two 
years later fire and flood caused further loss. A 
better situation being obtained at Whalley, they 
removed thither in 1296, Stanlaw being reduced 
to the rank of an outlying grange occupied by a 
few monks. Fresh difficulties arising, it was pro 
posed to remove to Toxteth, but in the result the 
abbey remained at Whalley till its destruction by 
Henry VIII.

In the " Coucher Book" of the abbey, printed 
by the Chetham Society, are to be found many 
interesting particulars of the gifts made to the

1 " John Constable of Cheshire, Son and Heir of Richard and 
Awbrey, Succeeded his Father, and was the Sixth Baron of Halton. 
He Founded the Abby of Stanlaw in Wirral in Cheshire, Anno 
Domini 1178, 24 Hen. 2. in these words" (then follows [in Latin] his 
charter of confirmation). Leycester's Hist. Ant. (1673), Part 'v- 267. 
Differences exist, however, as to the actual year of the foundation ; 
some chroniclers place it in 1163, 1172, and 1173.
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monks in Aigburth and Garston. The charters 
will be found summarised in an essay by Mr. 
Joseph Boult in vol. xix. of our Transactions (1868), 
illustrated by a map of the district which is useful 
now in view of the great changes made in late" 
years.

Strange to say, he omitted to notice the earliest 
reference to the grange. This occurs in the Ecclesi 
astical Taxation made in 1291 by authority of Pope 
Nicholas IV. the pope who first sanctioned the 
removal of the Stanlaw monks to Whalley. It 
is there recorded (p. 259) that the grange at Ayke- 
berwe, with half a ploughland, was worth 53. a 
year; assized rents brought in 123., and the profit 
of the stock was 95. yd. These sums appear very 
small, but we do not know what allowances were 
made for the maintenance of the monks in charge. 
Yet 240 years afterwards the grange was leased 
out to Lawrence Ireland for ^4 a year, but no 
doubt an ingoing fine was paid.

Most of the localities named in the charters it 
is now impossible to identify, in consequence of the 
continual waste of the land on the margin of the 
river, owing to the erosion of the coast, through 
the havoc wrought by the tides, and the complete 
modernisation of the entire district. As a result 
of the afforesting of Toxteth there was not, so 
recently as the date of Yates and Perry's map, any 
direct road down to the river throughout the entire 
length from the present Parliament Street (then 
called Townend Lane) and Dock Road, Garston, a 
distance of nearly five miles; now almost the whole 
district has become a network of streets and houses.

The mill of Garston probably stood near the
present Church of St. Michael 1 at Garston. The
brook which fed this mill had its rise to the north
of Rose Lane, Allerton, and   passing Stanlawe

1 The old chapel was St. Wilfrid's.
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Grange only a short distance to the east flowed as 
a broad stream by the mill into the river. At some 
spot between here and the river, Adam, lord of 
Garston, gave a piece of land for the erection of 
a tanning or fulling mill, conditionally that the 
water from his own mill should not be obstructed.

Contiguous to the lower mill-pool or lake the 
Garston Cross originally stood; and this seems a 
suitable opportunity to place on record the known 
facts relating to this old wayside cross.

A print of it is shown in Troughton's History of 
Liverpool (p. 127), presumably in its original posi 
tion at the head of the mill-dam. A portion of the 
shaft, on a square base, approached by three steps, 
at the edge of the water, is all of the old structure 
that then remained.

One of a series of five drawings prepared by the 
late E. W. Cox, in connection with his paper on 
Garston, read before the Society on i3th December 
I888, 1 shows the cross shaft on its square base, but 
without any steps whatever, close to the pool. 
This drawing depicts Garston in the year 1850; 
and if it is accurate the steps must have been taken 
away or (what is more likely) covered up between 
1806 and 1850.

The cross was removed from its ancient site 
many years ago by order of the Garston Urban 
District Council. After having been buried during 
the making of St. Mary's Road, and a public-house 
built over it, it was recovered again in constructing 
a drain, and found a resting-place for some years 
in the yard of Mr. Owen, stone-mason. Here it 
was recognised by the late Rev. Frederick Smith, 
rector of Garston, who sought and obtained per 
mission from the Council for the local Catholics to 
resume possession of it. In 1891 Father Smith 
re-erected it, with considerable additions, upon 

1 Trans. iv. (N.S.), 121.
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Catholic ground, on a new plinth, on which was 
carved a suitable inscription. In May 1917 Father 
Smith's successor, the Rev. Thomas Roberts, re 
moved it in order to protect it from abuse by 
thoughtless persons and children to the grass plot 
in front of the rectory, where it now stands.

To return to the buildings in Aigburth Hall Road.

§> tattlafre (Srange Atgburrg:

On the left-hand side of the gateway a stone may be 
seen bearing the name of Stanlawe Grange. This 
was cut by the occupier, Mr. James Pinnington, about 
1905. The old Hall, which stood on the south side 
of Aigburth Hall Road, was demolished about the 
year 1840 ; the present house, in which some portions 
of the older building were retained, being erected 
upon its site. The identity of Aigburth Hall with 
the Grange is practically placed beyond doubt by 
the fact that the field situated next to it on the south-
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east is named on the Tithe Commutation Survey the 
Little Grange Hey, while the farther field is desig 
nated the Great Grange Hey. The outbuildings, now 
under review, were left standing, and a small portion 
of the main structure still remains on the north-west 
side of the road which was subsequently cut through 
this property.

Yates and Perry's survey of the environs of Liver 
pool, taken in the year 1768, shows these buildings as 
the most conspicuous object on the map, where they 
form three sides of a square. On this map, which 
the surveyors claimed to be absolutely the most 
correct plan up to that time issued, " all the maps of 
England hitherto published being undoubtedly very 
erroneous . . . every village, every country-seat, 
and even almost every farm-house within that dis 
tance (five miles around Liverpool) are laid down in 
their proper places with the greatest care ; all the 
principal and cross roads are accurately described, 
and many private lanes." J This survey shows that 
the main road to Liverpool at even this compara 
tively late date terminated at the open cart-way 
through the granary, emphasising the statement 
that this group of buildings was centuries ago a 
place of very considerable importance. The road 
to Garston is seen as a loop road branching off from 
this. An avenue of great trees is also portrayed on 
the map leading back from the Garston road to these 
old buildings. A portion of this avenue is clearly 
shown on Mr. Pinnington's excellent photograph of 
the lower barn, taken just before its demolition in 
February 1906.

Externally the buildings had a very peculiar archi 
tectural appearance. The barns, the roofs of which 
were probably originally thatched, were constructed 
entirely of great red sandstone blocks over two feet 
in thickness, each stone passing right through the 

1 Enfield's Leverpool, 107.
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wall, and plastered together with red clay. The 
doorways and windows, above which were huge flat 
blocks surmounted by dripstones, take us back some 
hundreds of years, and could not fail to impress the 
beholder that he stood before what were in all prob 
ability the most ancient structures in the neighbour 
hood of Liverpool.

Entering the buildings, we found ourselves con 
fronted by a forest of timber. The beams were 
simply huge roughly hewn trunks of solid oak 
crudely shaped with an axe, then worn and worm- 
eaten, but yet almost hard as iron. Along the top 
of the walls great slabs of oak had been laid, to 
which the oaken rafters had been attached by means 
of oaken pegs, reinforced by the purlins across the 
inside to prevent them sinking in the middle. No 
nails whatever had been made use of the entire 
structure was firmly locked together by oaken pegs. 
One could readily imagine one of Gulliver's Brob- 
dingnagians having made a suitable hole in the 
roof lifting it up in its entirety with one hand, so 
compactly and rigidly was the whole upper structure 
held together.

Access to the granary was effected by means of a 
flight of fourteen stone steps, and the heavy oaken 
door at the top (yet remaining) is studded with 
wooden pegs, and has an old mediaeval iron ring 
handle and hinges. This handle has recently been 
removed and is now in Mr. Pinnington's possession. 
The rugged boards are dovetailed into each other, 
and are all fastened with wooden pins instead of nails. 
These pins are firmly secured by splitting the ends 
where they protrude, wedges then being driven 
therein. Adjoining the granary was the dwelling of 
the monks. A centre window, and the two original 
doors surmounted by their massive stone lintels, had 
been built up, and another doorway within recent 
years made between them. Dripstones had been
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carried over the doors and mullioned windows across 
almost the entire front of the building. The con 
struction of the upper floor was similar to that of the 
barns and granary. The loft above and the ceiling 
of the open cart-way at the eastern end of the main 
building were formed entirely of oak saplings roughly 
split with an axe, and firmly cemented together with 
wattle-and-daub. At the south end of the eastern 
wing, demolished last year, was a fine five-light 
mullioned window, and the barns forming both wings 
were studded with embrasures narrowing to a mere 
slit on the outer sides of their massive walls.

The lower barn, that nearest to Aigburth Road, 
when entire, was 70 ft. in length and 23 ft. in width ; 
the upper barn 99 ft. 10 in. long and 18 ft. 10 in. 
wide, excepting at the end contiguous to the road, 
where it was extended to 32 ft. This extension was 
divided by means of wattle-and-daub with oak fram 
ing into two further compartments, which measured 
23 ft. by 12 ft. 6 in. and 32 ft. by 17 ft. 9 in. respect 
ively. The doorways were 9 ft. in width, and the 
height of both barns to the eaves 17 ft. The walls 
were 2 ft. i in. in thickness, earth-built, and pointed 
with red clay in and out, with the exception of the 
gable ends overlooking the road, which were only 
19 in. thick and built with mortar. It appears 
probable that the barns had been shortened on the 
construction of Aigburth Hall Road in 1820-22. 
The great stone lintels over the yard doors measured 
5 ft. 2 in. by 2 ft. 5 in., and were from 15 to 18 in. 
in thickness. The open cart-way was 24 ft. 6 in. in 
length and 11 ft. in width ; the dwelling-house from 
the flight of stone steps to the open cart-way 30 ft. 
by 21 ft. 6 in. ; the steps are 15 ft. high and 4 ft. 4 in. 
wide ; and the main building from its junction with 
the lower barn to the opposite gable 104 ft. in length 
by 20 ft. in width.

Several doorways have in the course of years been



PLATE III

UPPER BARN, FROM S. 1C. 

From a \Vnter-Colour by Fred. Beattie

ANCIENT DOOR TO GRANARY
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built up, the principal one having been at the top of 
the stone steps and at right angles to the existing 
original door.

Only a small part of the main building now exists. 
It has been for many years, and yet is, in the occu 
pation of Mr. Pinnington, to whose courtesy I am 
indebted for much valuable information, and also for 
the fine photographs and measurements he has kindly 
supplied to me, accompanied by permission to publish 
them.

The building marked " Old Hall " on the survey 
of 1768, to which an occupation lane then led from 
the main road, is supposed to mark the residence of 
Adam, lord of Garston, and his descendants. This 
structure stood on the ground that later formed the 
junction of Aigburth and Mersey Roads. The hall 
was pulled down a little more than a century ago, 
and Mr. Griffiths stated that "every trace of it has 
now disappeared." That this was really the case is 
somewhat doubtful, as the foundations of a building 
of substantial dimensions, consisting of great blocks 
of red sandstone, were exposed on this site, taken 
out of the ground, and eventually carted away, on 
the widening of Aigburth Road in 1910.


